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Case Report

Acute supratentorial bilateral giant extradural haematomas
as a postoperative complication of resection of

recurrent meningioma at the skull base
Jinlu Yu1, Kan Xu2, Haiyan Huang3

ABSTRACT
We report one rare case of an acute bilateral giant extradural haematoma as a postoperative
complication of the resection of recurrent meningioma. The patient underwent meningioma
resection at the sellar region five times. The patient recovered well after the first four surgeries.
The resection went well during the fifth operation. However, acute supratentorial remote giant
epidural haematomas developed in the bilateral hemispheres one hour after the operation,
leading to the death of the patient. Therefore, great care must be taken to prevent the
occurrence of such haematomas.
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INTRODUCTION

The occurrence of extradural haematomas in
supratentorial remote areas after tumor resection usu-
ally occurs unilaterally.1,2 However, it is extremely rare
that acute bilateral extradural haematomas occur in
supratentorial remote areas. To date, such cases have
rarely been reported in the literature.

CASE REPORT

This case report involved a 39-year-old female
patient with a 10-year history of recurrent meningioma
at the skull base. Resection of sellar meningiomas was

performed four times. After the fourth operation, loss
of vision in the right eye occurred. One year after the
fourth surgery, examination showed the left eye vi-
sion was reduced (4.2) and temporal hemianopia.
Ophthalmoscopy showed primary optic nerve atro-
phy. MRI revealed abnormal lobular signaling at the
sellar region, with an approximate size of 4.0 x 3.2 x
3.1 cm, and T1W1 and T2W1 signals were equal. The
bilateral internal carotid arteries were pushed out-
wards by the tumor in the sellar region. The signal of
the tumor became higher after enhanced scanning
(Figure 1 A-B). Platelet count and coagulation func-
tion were normal. Then resection was performed. The
tumor was soft and had a limited blood supply. The
base of the tumor was located in the sellar diaphragm.
The patients awoke and made movements shortly
after the surgery.

However, one hour after the surgery, the patient lost
consciousness and lapsed into a mild coma. Emer-
gency head CT examination showed that acute bilat-
eral giant extradural haematomas developed (Figure
1 C-D). Extradural haematoma (60ml on the left side
and 50ml on the right side) was immediately evacu-
ated by craniotomy. After removing blood clots, we
found that bleeding was more severe in the dura
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matter around the sagittal sinus, no obvious bleeding
was found in other regions. However, respiratory and
heart failure occurred due to brain herniation two days
after the evacuation, leading to the death of the
patient.

DISCUSSION

Herein we describe one rare case of acute bilateral
giant extradural haematomas as a complication of the
resection of recurrent meningioma at the skull base.
The occurrence of extradural haematomas is relatively
rare after the resection of a tumor at the skull base,
and haematomas are usually unilateral when they
do occur. It is extremely rare for supratentorial remote
site acute extradural haematoma to develop bilater-
ally after intracranial surgery.1–3

The mechanisms underlying the development of
supratentorial remote site extradural haematomas
after the resection of intracranial tumors remain
unclear. Several hypotheses have been proposed. For
example, the loss of a large amount of CSF results in a

reduction of intracranial pressure leading to an in-
crease in the wall pressure of the dura veins; conse-
quently, the regulatory function of the blood vessels
is disrupted and blood vessels rupture.1,4 Blood from
the ruptured blood vessels dissects and separates the
dura matter from the bone of the skull to form
haematomas. The pressure of the wall of the dura
veins is further increased due to the effect of water
pressure produced by the haematomas, leading to
bleeding and the distension of the haematomas.5,6

Stretching of the bridging vein caused by the com-
pressed brain tissue after the loss of CSF and deficient
coagulation also may be an important factor for the
formation of haematomas.4,7

Based on this hypothesis, remote supratentorial
bleeding should occur around the sagittal sinus. Be-
cause the dura veins on the cerebral convexity are
small and run parallel to the artery between the two
layers of the dura matter, the frequency of bleeding is
low. However, the anatomy of the dura matter near
the sagittal sinus is complicated. The veins on the

Fig-1: A-B: Preoperative MRI images showing a meningioma in the sellar region with uniform enhancement of
the meningioma.
C-D: CT images showing giant extradural haematomas were formed on bilateral temporoparietal areas.
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surface of the brain combine into a big bridging vein.
Moreover, many arachnoid granules are located
around the sagittal sinus, and they are vulnerable to
trauma. Due to the loss of a large amount of CSF, an
increase in the pressure of the wall of the dura veins
easily induces bleeding from these fragile structures.
Furthermore, bleeding occurs more in younger pa-
tients because the adhesion is loose between the dura
matter and the skull bone.4,8 Remote supratentorial
extradural bleeding after intracranial operation often
occurs near the sagittal sinus and in younger patients,
and these findings support the hypothesis mentioned
above.7-9

The clinical presentation reported in this study was
peculiar. A total of five resections of sellar meningio-
mas were performed. We believe that the occurrence
of these haematomas was closely associated with the
first four operations. Intracranial blood circulation
was disrupted during these operations due to repeti-
tive loss of a large amount of CSF.9 When the fifth
operation was performed, the loss of a large amount
of CSF occurred again. As a consequence, the dam-
aged dura matter could no longer exert its regulatory
function, leading to the rupture of blood vessels and
the formation of remote site extradural haematomas.
We found that bilateral giant extradural haematomas
were situated close to the sagittal sinus and that they
were symmetrically distributed, thus, we propose the
hypothesis of formation of remote supratentorial ex-
tradural haematomas, based on the fact that the loss
of a large amount of CSF after surgery caused an in-
crease in the pressure of the wall of dura veins near
the sagittal sinus, leading to the rupture of blood ves-
sels. Whereas our findings contradict the hypothesis
that extradural haematomas form due to stretching of
the bridging vein by the compressed brain tissues

after the loss of CSF.5,8 However, bilateral extradural
haematomas are far more dangerous than unilateral
ones, they progress more rapidly, therefore, even if
haematoma evacuation is actively performed, the
patient’s life cannot be saved.

CONCLUSIONS

In patients with multiple resections of intracranial
tumors, clinicians must take great care to prevent the
occurrence of such haematomas. If they do occur, the
prognosis is poor.
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